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I NTRODUC1' I ON

Computers, closed circuit television and jet airplanes have been with us

for some time now and provide us with some wonderful -tools for communi-

cating with each other. Despite their ever-Increasing use, the paper

with its printed symbols is still our most important communication medium;

I think, It will remain so for a long time to come.

Paper is the foundation on which we have built our culture, It has

provided reliable communication lines between the succeeding generations.

It has made it possible for us to accumulate the kind of knowledge of

ourselves and of the universe which makes our survival possible.

As we expanded our knowledge, so have we increased the use of paper.

Unlike the knowledge, however, which we managed to store in the highly

decentralized and atomistic system of human minds, the paper, being a

substance, rapidly filled our libraries and became an object of. serious

attention for librarians and the entrepreneurs who had to consider the

required additional storage facilities.

The rapid expansion of our technology complicated not only the storage

problem but also the recovery of documents from such storage. The author,

the technical man, contribofted to this problem by his lick of concern for

the librarians dilemma and by his insensitivity to the subsequent rotrioval

of his own writing. but the author was also a user. As a user" he soon

became the victim of his own complacency, for soon he too was unable to
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find the relevant documents when he needed them. And so, some technical

men joined the librarian and the entrepreneur in taking a look at what

someone has cleverly termed the "information explosiii'". Many papers

have been written on how to "contain" this explosion. This one Is not the

last one in the series.

This term "information explosion" worries some people, delights others.

Some people envision all of us being hopelessly engulfed in a sea of

paper in the next few decades. It certainly produces anxieties among the

librarians whose collections rapidly keep outgrowing both the allotted

shelving space and budgets. I suspect it delights the computer

manufacturers and the film ,nakers whose market analysis reports show only

one sales trend - upward.

Between these two extremes stands an army of scientists and technologists,

who have long ogo given up the reading habit. inslead, they developed a

whole array of informal, mostly oral, communication channels which stimulate

our technological progress in spite of our formal documentation systems.

The written technical material is their court of last resort.!I) In this

respect they behave very much as you and I, obeying the first law of the

handyman: "If everything else fails, read the instructions."

This is wheru you, the technical wri er, come in, both as a user and as a

,J2n(.,rator of I,;hn i c lI docurn ln hi t ion. In discussing r ho- lochnical writor

,) rid iri• i,,r by', ,'m',, I wi Ai th) diroel my reiri.rki at your iroblomý,

d';lr'r /('),. j "u t [.r,,h r inrformonition , _ ,.ied ,omrewlero ill ()ur d(lcum ic illtit ,n
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centers, when yuu must prepare documents that will be stored in unknown

places. These probleniq can be summarized in three questions;

I. Where can I turn lo when my own library cannot provide the desired

information?

2. Hlow do I ask for inforialiton (%Jlaie my problem)?

3. What can I , .is an author, do to faci i Hljie the future rolrievol

of my own writings?

In the remaining time, I will explore these questions In greater detail.

First, I will sketch and descriue some of the facilities of the present

national technical information system and systems which you as users of

information can turn to when you search for information. I will try to

show how they can be accessed, and point out how important are the titles,

index terms and abstracts in this process. Finally, I will suggest

certain criteria which you as authors can adopt to minimize the document

retrieval problems.

.THE NATIONAL I NFORMAT I ON NETWORK

Despite all of its shortcomings there exists in the United States a

loosely coordinated set of organizations and activities which some people

view as a de facto national information network.(2) These organizations are

both Federal and non-Federal. Broally, they can be categorized as technical

libraries, informalion and duii onalysis centers, documentation centers

dnrl'J ',,ccioty inif )rm ,,t ion in'I vi ,,, ,nd the l-echnic al intorm,n ion sy,, le' •,,



and focal points of the federal agencies. Together these organizations

are capable of providing documents as well as answors to specific questions

on practically any topic of interest to technical people. The "neiwork"

can be roughly depicted In the fo llowing way:

Nat lo-ra I chn I caI T F I. b7ar-I

i-n formati on 0ff ices of rederal Agencies
ti

Data and Information Centers

Doocumentat ion Centers

information Service s of ProfPss-kibasocletles

Figure I

I will skip the discussion of the National type of l ibrarles becauso they

have been with us long enough to be widely known. The Library of Congress,

the John Crerar Library, or The Nalional Library of Medicine are the kinds

of l ibraries I have in mind here. Similarly, I will forego the opportunity

of telling you about all the services provided by such giants in technical

Information as the American Chemical Society, fhe Engineer's Joint Council

or i'he American Instilute of Physics. If you are a technical man you

probably belong to one and know their services better than I. I will deal

wilth only the r:mt 0iiiqnn I lhro qIrt~uj)injs: the doc.;umeontI l ilon toilui, ,

information ceon tOr,., .inod iocmncy Ioc, l polnt,;.

Tho DocumentIi ion Center-5

The NASA Technical Information Facility, the Defense Documentation Center

-jn," the Cle:er i nghousc for Fedoral Scient-ific and Technical Information are



the mosi impcrtanl of the nationdl documentation centers. Of these, the

Clearinghouse i, the only "public" facility, available to anyone in the

country. It is also the least known and, therefore, my candidate for

di scussion.

In )Il fairness I snou;. -, :,.ii the Clearinghouse is nui a completely

r,,w qntily. ",riy of jou should be familiar with its predecessor, the

,ftic, 'ct T,bh'riic.al '.ervices, which for a number of years made serious

*;, 4.,rt. t. r, . , puhlic wilh a single point of access to the vast

r:;v.:,..ir; government report literature. The Clearinghouse is

ir,:Ir.)ved t,,d u more qlmorous model. Located in the suburbs

(d Wasthington, the Clearinghouse contained, at the end of 1965, some

43U,000 titlu-, of lechnical reports which resulted from research of the

lederil departnmnts dnd other Federal agencies. By the end of this year,

Clearinghouse officials anticipAte the collection to increase by some

'12,000 items, while iti.i document distribution should reach a level ot

some two mill ion copics per year. These numbers should give you a rough

ided Of the size of the whole enterprise.

Access to the Clearinqhouse is relatively easy, by letter, phone or in

person. If you know precisely which document you want you will receive a

response In about 3 - 5 days. If you don't know what you want, It will,

of course, take longer. The adequacy of their respc,:.J will largely

depend on your ability to identify and describe the kind of Information

you aro .ift(.r.



What about some of the tools which the Clearinghouse provides to onable l

you to ask for specific documents and thus save yourself (and them) the t

time and trouble? The basic tools are the two indexes, one for L0overn- P

mrent documents, the other for translations, and the so-called Fast t

Announcement Service, a sort of selective notification system. rhe ltter h

consists of special cull;tin5, each containing five to six items of the t

most recent reports in , liven area of interest. I, personally, subscribe

to the special announcements on data processing and Information technology

and find them very valuable in keeping me up to date in the general area. d

There are some 57 categoriet of science and technology included in this b

announcement system. It has now been automated to handle a volunm *•t t

20,000 rndrre ',,A individu,,l and organizations, who. are interQsied in

rs'or.eivlroj suh•, jrnounn'en,1r, ls. Thoi annual subscript ion :ost i,. $5.00.

As an innovation in its ,ar right the Clearinghouse Index to U.S. T

Government Research and Uevelopment Reports lists this year the on-going s

research projects, in addition to the titles and abstracts of govern- S

ment reports. This is d Joint venture between the Clearinghouse and

the Science Information Exchange of the Smithsonian Institute. The latter

organizdtion i-. charged with keeping the inventory of this nation's R&D t

efforts. The index, fthu,, bec.m: s .source of Information not only or c

p,.,r trm,•o,,rrh buIl ,Jt pt Wi dhr.., directory on "who I .. who" in iet•;,,tch -nf

.1 v.,1lhablq: .i0I1 I, tlite,t: wl4,i w,,nl |t •1et in toucth with Ih1,'i. a. it!i.Ia

t horr.. Iv*,;, {or tor Ihho-,e whu ire ititorustoil in rr,ul is lo fore thy l•mt•'•timn c

rJnio•r;� II jvdi I.bl(.- in, pul, liishedl Iiterdilure. r
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In an inother ilevelopnenl, the---earinghouse is now workingpn..Implementing

f e recently enacted !-'uIlic Law known as the State Services Act. The

purpose ýjf this act is to promote commerce and economic girowth through

the utilizatiron of fLovernrment-spon,-ored research findings. The Clearing-

house will be the center tor evaluating, storing and disseminating

technical int,rrratio'n •nd genercilly encouraging more effective application

U,, jcijt-ifi% jinJ tu,2nnir.,jl information. Just how the Llearinghouse will

"ojIftJz" t literoture i,. not clear at this time, but there is little

doubt tp - *t s.e ,t trie Glearinghouse should be expanded If only

because -.t tht- idded publicity which will be generated in order to get

things going.

Information .unu Data Centers

The mention ot "evaluation" brings us then to another "component" of our

system, the lochnical intormration centers. Some of these "centers" are

Limple efforl., ot comp lIlI nd_ rnd updatIng bibliographies on given topics.

Others aru th.o organizatio,•fl set up for the specific purpose of collecting,

evaluat~r.q and furnishing information on a narrow area of science or

technology. Although in practice the distinction between the Information

centers dnd documentation centers is quite arbitrary, the latter Is capable

not only of giving you relevant documents, but also of providing the

answers to specific questions. The most important and distinguishing

characteristics of such centers, however, is their close association with

r,.I,,� ~ibl•I e r ,,,irch i w,l itufus, * -rom these instfiuteb the conlor, I trtsl, in



1he serice. of scientistq; and engineers who "evaluate" the quality of

the incoming documents, and help thle information specialist in prcesidinc

appropriate answers. There are at least four variants of such centers.

Technology Utilization Centers

The first is portrayed by the NASA-sponsored, university-operated,

Technology Application Genters. The job of these centers is to transfer

aerospace-reliited anri irntornational science and Iechnology data Into the

nc,-aer,.space industrial sector where information about new materials,

processes, te-iriqurx. and products may find commercial application. The

key people in ,ucr. ceriter., are upplication engineers and Information

service personnel. 1he en4ineer, drawn from the university faculty, Is

the man who mcikes the difference between comprehensively directed

problem solving techniques and not-too-precise information retrieval. U.S.

corporations are the usual customers of such centers.

I n f ormol i r.rn I v, I uat i or, i.nl, rs

lt,1: '.ocond vori,inl i., ,xomp lifi ol by the IOefense Inform, Ionl Io v. . lutioi

Centers and sotno ALL, Information Genters. Unlike the IJASA variant they

are not "problem solvers." The evaluation centers simply answer questions,

prepare state-of-the-art reports or data tables on narrowly defined

problem areas. By focusing on the subject matter rather than on being an

outlet for Government reports (as is the case of the Clearinghouse), they

I " ',. .!, i rij',/, in.j r,.lr ii(2ve the worldl-wide Iiter.-iture rolateod to 11loi r ar"o .
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Data Refererico Centers

The Data Referonce Center is the third variant. The typical products

are data reference tables and handbooks. The National Standard Reference

Data Center at the Natilonal 3ureau of Standards is the latest and most

comprehens ive ef fort to estab Ii i1h such serv ice on a systemati1c bas is. The

Center is still under development and will probably remain so for several

yea rs. So tar, the developers have emphasized data evaluation and comn-

p i I--ti!on p rojoi-ts, leav ing to t he f uture the develIopment of Spec i tic

informnation services.

Experimentlal Lt-!ita Cen fer',

The fourtrh v,-iri-ant isý a center whichJ special izes in Storing raw experi-

mental da-ta. O)ne such center which is known as the National Oceanographic

Data anter is operated by the Navy. Another one, operated by NASA, is

the newly creaited National Space Data Center which will store and retrieve

experimental data oblained from our space shots and moon probes. The

un iquencs'3 of these con for-, is in ý! ori nq the raw, envi ronmeontalI measure-

[fif~nI )i-Orri~ l ¼u in I ho 1.(11 , Wil l w 1 1)(40p111i,1 i ot Wi i-u by fuIture,

I 10~ Ii j~I o' . I enI a p jtt iiiiar ily in t he I iolId of [lcee- and

'-I)Jce ph1y, i cs Where thlie meeonsuroryuiil c.J s, for soph isi iciled experiments

and vehic les, -jnd where. thu invesýtigators need da-t-, gathered over a

relatively long period of time to mop out, categorize rind predict the

env ironmentf. M~easuremrents of the atmospheric densities, cosmic r-ays,

scla~r flares or mapping of the ocean floor are 'typical of data stored in

these centers.
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Federal Agency Information Offices

This rather sketchy overview of the national network would be incomplete

without a short mention of the many Information offices of the federal

agencies who can help you in locating the sources of relevant information.

Sometimes these points of contact are called the technical information

divisions, sometimes the scientific and technical information offices or

the research information offices. Usually they are the agency focal

points in the business of knowing what information is produced by their

agency and how you can gain access to it. Some of them will go a long

way to insure that a person with a legitimate need is given all the

assistance he needs.

In addition to being rich sources of Information on "where to go and

whom to contact" these offices are also the places where the federal

Information policies are considered and implemented. At the department

level the heads of such offices are also the members of the Federal

Council's Committee on Scientific and Technical Information (COSATI), (3)

and as such exercise ,d tremendous influence over the direction in which our

total national Information system is moving.

In your hand-out(4) I have tried to provide you with a quick reference

item to these lesser known but powerful sources of information. I hope

you will find it useful.

ACCESS THROUGH COORDINATE INDEXING

but krnowlnq thij sourco• of Informalion Is only one-half of the battle.
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Asking the proper question when searching through the collection of

technical reports is just as critical aspect of Information retrieval,

and by far the most difficult. In the days when chemistry was chemistry

and bionics and cybernetics were absent from our vocabularies, the

traditional library classification systems served us well. Now that the

traditional boundaries of disciplines have largely disappeared, and

science is characterized by interrelationships rather than hierarchical

subordinations, the neat ordering of documents Into their proper cubicles

is no longer practical. Searching for a better way of dealing with this

phenomenon, the documentation people turned to "coordinate indexing," a

scheme to describe the documents for subsequent computer processing and

retrieval. Most of the centers which I mentioned use this scheme to

control their collection of documents. You should know the essentials

of this concept to be better equipped In formulating your search and

retrieval questions when using these centers.

The Use of Index Terms

Unlike the traditional classification systems which rest on the Idea that

thr unrivrrse ,,f knowldcrjo can be neatly subdivided into J hiorarchlcdl

arrangement of tubordinated disciplines, the coordinated indexing approach

denies the hierarchical concepts. Instead, it rests on the assumption

that each technical descriptor of a document stands alone, neither super-

ordinated nor subordinated to any other descriptor in the collections

vocabulary. Each document which enters the collection is numbered with

the next consecutive number and identified with a set of such items

ranging from 4-40, depending on the depth of indexing established for the

p .. ... . .. ... - -
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system. When an individual Is searching for Information he selects the

desired descriptors and then "coordinates'" them, thereby determining the

documents which have been indexed by the particular combination of terms.

To Illustrate what I am saying let's consider a document which deals with

the behavior of zirconium under high temperature. The document has been

given a number 000 317 by the Defense Documentation Center (DDC). This

-- Is-the number which DDC will not use again for any other document as long

as the zirconium document is retained in the collection. The DDC indexers

have described the document by these descriptors:

Zirconium #000 317
Tensile Strength
Physical Properties
High Temperature

Figure 2

Each of these words are represented by some unit record (a card or a stor-

age location in a computer). The number 000 317 is now entered on each

appropriate unit record. Now the document has been identified and stored

for future searches.

The search consists of selecting from fhe alphabetical file.of the term

records those cards which describe the desired information. Thus, in a

search for the Information on the tensile strength of zirconium under high

temperature one would select that document number which occurs on all

three cards. (See Figure 3) Number 000 317 is then recovered, and this

number leads us to the document itself.

Thr probabi i ty of finding a relevant document in a document collection
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depends on several factors: the specificity of Index terms and the number

of terms used being the most evident. Generally, In the indexing stage the

future access to the collection is facilitated by using a large number of

terms (10-40) to describe the document and by a combination of generic and

specific terms. This is so because here the Indexer provides the future

user with many points of access and from many points of view.

The recovery of documents is determined by the same factors but in a

different way. Thus, the larger the--number of retrieval words Int a query,

the smaller will be the total number of documents retrieved from storage.

The use of highly specific words will further limit the number of the

recalled documents. Figure 4 shows the different effects produced by the

questions of varying degrees of specificity and the number of query terms.

RETRIEVAL TERMS VS RECALL
(HypotheticaZ ReZation)

I00
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Number Of Index Terms Used In The Query

rigure 4
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The Sources of Index Terms

As you can readily see, the index words are the key items In any retrieval

system, and the tags by means of which you can pull out an appropriate

Item from storage from a collection of dissimilar material. This is

probably one reason why the index terms are often called keywords or topic

tags. What about the source of these keywords? Flow does one determine

which words in some two to three thousand words of a given report are the

keywords and which are not?

Ideally, the selection of the Index terms should be the result of the

document's content analysis. Again, Ideally there should be some method,

and a set of criteria to guide the contents analysts in their selection.

I will have a few words on the criteria at the end of this presentation.

The "real" world however is far from the ideal and a careful content

analysis is not always possible. One obvious reason for this limitation

is the need for the technical expertise which a documentation center

normally cannot afford; another is the sheer volume of the incoming

documents preclude the possibility of a content analysis based on the

entire document. Under these conditions (and these are the most prevalent

conditions), the real source of the keywords is the document's title and

its abstract. Thus, often the whole contents analysis is in practice

reduced to the scanning of titles and abstracts and extracting the

technical descriptors from which they are composed; in turn the adequacy

of indexingj i, preordained by the "goodness" of titles ond abstracts.
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This interdependency between titles, abstracts, Index terms, and the

subsequent retrieval Is what prompted the President's Science Advisory

Committee to urge the individual scientists engineers to greater partlci-
I

patlon In the information transfer process. The Committee's 1963 report (5

asks the authors not to leave the entire process to the professional

documentalist, and in particular it asks them to:

"a. Title papers in a meaty and informative manner

" "b. Index their contributions with keywords taken from standard

thesauri

"c. Write information abstracts."

But, to tell the authors what must be done and providing them oith a

form on which to do it is not enouth, Authors are not abstracters or

indexers. They cannot be expected to know the art of documentation as

well as they know their science. If we expect them to do the work of

documentalists, we are obliged to advise them about the criteria and

techniques of the documentation profession.

As you probably know, my organization sponsors a good part of the scientific

research in this country, which results in an annual output of some 4,000

papers. Some of these papers have meaty and informative titles; others

do not. In our attempt to do something about ii, we worked out in 1964 an

"Authoyc Guidlc f•or' T'hnio-ei lUepor-tinqt( 6 ) in which we tried to ,spoil out

I he ,srtonl d r ri. toIr jud9 iIj who t-hor or not o .1wVO1l paper inoeloo thi,

standards, fojc. lood titl inq, abstracting, and selection of keywords.
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I will no+ bore you with all the details underlying the development of

these criteria. I would like, however, to summarize for you, preferably

in the form of a check list, these criteria which I believe to be generally

useful.

Criteria for "Good" Titles

A report should be recognized by its title. All too often a technical

paper of critical importance is overlooked because it has a poorly worded

title. A good title is one thaf-is definitive and, if possible, fully

describes the subject. It Is arrived at through a complete evaluation of

the content of the report.

•, Identify both the principal field and the specific subject under

consideration.

I Be precise - avoid words which are too common or too broad for easy

recognition of the content.

I Avoid acronyms, superscripts and subscripts.

SKeep the title short - ten words or less.

EUse subtitles when needed to clarify the extent of coverage, timeli-

ness, approach used, action taken, special situation, limitations or

results. (7)

(.riterla for "Informative" Abstracts

An abstract should state the purpose, methods, results and conclusions of
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the report. All documents or papers cannot be broken down this way, but

an attempt should be made to follow the procedure as much as possible.

j• PURPOSE. Include a statement of goals (objectives, aims) of the

research, or why the article was written. Do not deal with what is

already known unless the objective Is to prove or disprove an

established theory or practice.

] METHOD. Tell about the experimental techniques or the means by which

the results were obtained. Describe the apparatus, equipment, and

material. Given the data used and, where applicable, their origin.

L- RESULTS. Findings are probably the most important part of the

abstract. Often there are too many findings for, inclusion, and

careful selection is needed. In such cases the selection should be

based on one, or several ot the following: new and verified events,

findings of permanent value, significant results, findings which

contradict previous theories, or lindings which the author knows are

relevant to a practical problem.

.] CONCLUSION. The conclusion should deal with the implications of the

findings and how they tie in with studies in related fields. It can

be associated with the following aspects of a report: recommendation,

application, suggestion, evaluation, new relationships, hypothesis

accepted, and hypothesis rejected. When conclusions and results

overlap thoy need not be separately repedfed.
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Criteria for Selection of Keywords

Important keywords often can be found in the title, abstract, table of

contents, Introduction, figures, tables, conclusions and recommendations.

Particular attention should be given to the following:

[ S Specific materIa1., data, theories, theses, used.

E Specific properties determined experimentally or theoretically.

[• Specific methods or processes investigated.

-] Equipment used.

[ Specific applications for materials, methods, processes, or eaulpment

where they show promise beyond the particular experiment.

CONCLUSION

I Introduced th is talk by implying that there Is little danger that computers

and the unl imited travel budgets will soon replace the printed documents

as a predominant medium of communication. Neither do I believe we will be

swallowed by something which is known as the information explosion. Your

presence here and the kind of studies you pursue will insure that man will

continue to learn to cope with his communication problems.

We already have learned much about these problems in the last few years.

For oxampl I wn have learned tha-t -[he problems of technical documentation

,re 1()c impor l nl I nd -lIo complox to be should(red solely by the doe'u-

rnerntaiisfs. We have come better to appreciate the duality of roles played
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by the technical man as he switches from being the user to his role as of

• a writer. We certainly came much closer to appreciate the old biblical his

admonition "how you sow so shall you reap". This precept seems to be is

particularly relevant to technical documentation. stc

We have also learned to cope with some of the problems and to meet the In

demands of modern technologists and scientists. The development and kec

growth of the specialized information centers is but one way of insuring

an orderly and comprehensive collection of data and information In a

critical area. Many of the present information problems do not at all

stem from the nonavallability of information resources. Rather they

come about because the userL are often unaware of the information

resources built for their convenience and use. Our little handout on

information centers and federal technical information offices was assembled

to stimulate this awareness.

But it would be wrong to assume that the simple build up of data centers

is the government's answer to the present and future problems. A major role

is also played by the agencies' offices which have the responsibility

for the monitorship and guidance of their agency's technical information

programs. By focusing attention at the communication processes and by

finding In COSATI a platform for attaining consensus on the solution of

pressing problems these insure a continuous development of a system suited

to the needs of our developing technology. In the meantime these offices

double up as the referral centers for those who search for information.

Tbh, r/istAnc( of the.o centers and of the technical information of I ices

(.,, well ,. , uioable government R&D in scientific informal ion) does not,

P W.
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of course, absolve the technical man from his responsibility of knowing

his system and refraining from damaging it through carelessness. This

is particularly true where the author produces documents worthy of

storage and future retrieval. By considering and applying the suggestions

I made on titles, abstracts and indexing, the author can do his part in

keeping the system in working order.
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